DURATION
120 MINS
(for longer events
please contact us)

REQUIREMENTS
Flat, grassed
open space
GUEST NOS.
10 – 192

Inspired by the highly entertaining Wipeout show games,
this event challenges your teams to take on inflatables like
no other! Energetic and great fun to watch, the giant
inflatable obstacles will test your teams’ ability to climb,
scramble, dodge, jump, fall and laugh whilst trying to earn
maximum points against the opposing teams. Participation,
interaction and fun are very much the order of this team
building day.
Following a gentle warm up, teams head out to their first challenges. Up to 4 teams
compete on each challenge before rotating to the next game, striving to earn as many
points as possible on each activity. Each of the 4 games has a different skill set needed
in order to triumph, so player selection is an important part of team strategy. Of course,
simply sending all team members through continuously is another way to approach it –
but whichever plan your teams follow the end result is sure to be memorable for all
involved! Wiped Out is a great way to build team spirit, have lots of fun and enjoy a
brilliant event together.

“The total wipe out arm was such good fun - thanks for a great day! Your
team were brilliant as always” Mapeley Estates Ltd

THE ACTIVITIES
Up to 4 teams will compete head to head
on each of the following large inflatable
activities:
Sweeper Arm
Jump, duck, jump, duck – repeat! Tackle this
wipe-out inspired speed and agility challenge
to be the last one standing as the sweeper
arm rotates above the inflatable bed. Up to 8
players can compete at the same time, so let
the opposition by bowled over and swept
away by this hilarious activity!
Wall Slide and Dart Football Combo
Coming down is the easy part! First you need
to traverse the 5 sloping platforms before
clambering up back of the giant 12 ft. wedge
slide using the ropes available. You’ll be glad
of a breather sliding down the front section.
But no sooner have you landed and it’s onto
the second part of this 2-inflatable combo –
Dart Football. This is a hilariously fun sport
played with a giant blow-up dartboard and
specially designed ‘foot darts’ which stick to
the velcro covered board when you kick them!
Scored in the same manner as traditional
darts, highest scores with 3 darts win the
points!
Washing Machine
This crazy cube sorts the ‘delicates‘ in your
group as they venture into a sea of plastic
balls. Hidden amongst these colourful
spheres are a number of ‘special’ items to find
against the clock – will you triumph or get
hung out to dry? There’s only one way to find
out! (NB soap suds are optional in this
challenge and can be agreed on the day).

Punching Wall
Run the gauntlet as the opposing team try to
knock you off your feet – literally. Competitors
try to skip, leap and bend their way around the
unpredictable inflatable cushions being thrust
through the wall by the other team hidden
behind. Your goal is to make it to the end of wall,
whilst the other team work to dislodge you. Take
that!

WINNERS
Rotating around all the activities, teams
endeavour to build the highest overall score
possible. The winners (and the losers!) will
receive their just rewards in the medals
presentation where all final scores are revealed.

ADD THAT SOMETHING EXTRA…
Event Photographer £600 plus VAT
Our seasoned photographer will capture all the
action throughout the event and we’ll send you
the great shots after the event on CD.

90ft Assault Course £875 plus VAT
... and if you want to push your athletes to the
extreme, you can add the 90ft assault course
where balance, endurance and speed are all
put to the test! The course includes quick feet
tyres, cargo net crawl, balance beam, inflatable
obstacle & a throwing challenge to reward
accuracy as well as speed!

